
CRX to 90 -93 Accord Controls Wiring Diagram  

 



 

To use the 5 setting accord fan switch with the CRX and not have an extra speed on the knob that 
does nothing, the accord knobs have blocks to keep them from going past the farthest settings. The 
width of a normal zip-tie is the perfect amount to add on in this location to keep the knob from 
clicking all the way to the 5th setting. Add material here.  

 



 

Bend in the tabs on the old mounting points. 

 

 



 

Next, epoxy some tabs to the side of the controls. Don't make them flush with the face, put them a 
little back because to be flush with your console cover these controls will have to sit forward a little.  

 

The plugs in the back were almost not long enough so they are so tight they hold these controls in 
well. Another zip-tie was usedto keep side to side movement down. 

 



 
Now for the hard part: CABLES 
First off, you have to flip the cable controls upside down on the back of the controls so you can 
route the cables from the correct side. too many bends in the cables will bind them up.  

BEFORE 

 
AFTER 

 

The thin black plastic around the arm has been trimmed to prevent any binding.  



 

when you flip this thing 180degress the 2 mounts will be on the bottom and the 1 tall mount will be 
on the top. I cut the bottom mount the same length as the top two and it worked perfect. Then i 
used a longer screw to reach the top mount from the new slot 
before 

 
after 

 



here's the long screw in the top mount 

 
here's the cut bottom mount 

 



 

Here's how i looped the ends of the cables and routed them to have no hard bends. I used zip ties 
till i figured out the angles to get them inline with the cable arm on the unit. tiny hose clamps ended 
up working great to secure the cables together and to keep them from sliding through the wall. You 
will also have to cut back the plastic housing on the cables because when you looped them you 
removed length, so to get the length back, cut just enough housing off to use all of the cable 
movement.  

 

 



 

 
you can see on this one i routed the bottom cable through the glove box brace.  



 

Alright, last thing to do to get these cables working right is to put something on the arm to keep 
them from falling down..... 

 

READ ME: LOOK HERE FOR UPDATED CABLE MOUNTING http://honda-
tech.com/zeropost...36741.............  

http://honda-tech.com/zeropost?cmd=tshow&id=1536741
http://honda-tech.com/zeropost?cmd=tshow&id=1536741


 

and to modify the knob that goes on the temp control. We flipped the backside to get the cables to 
the controls but these new controls are still opposite in that when the crx ones' push in a direction, 
the accords' pull. To fix this you just have to spin the metal holder inside the knob 180 degrees. to 
do this you will have to cut out the plastic tabs that hold the metal piece in place. this will put the 
pointer on the knob where you want it and will point to the correct temp you are going for. i didn't 
realize this till i was done and my cold was hot and vice versa. I had to shave some metal off the 
post that the knob slides onto because when i spun it it was too tight.  

before 

 

http://www.honda-tech.com/zerothread?id=1434022##


this is after, i drilled and put in a tiny screw (with epoxy of course) to replace the tabs i cut out and 
to keep the thing from twisting out of position 

 

thats all i can think of right now, any questions just ask. This crap was worth it to me, i love my 
new controls.  

 



 

Here is another wiring re-list that was posted in the original thread.  Keep in mind the colors listed 
here are probably only for an 89 CRX yours may vary. I recommend a download of the factory 
manual from hondahookup.com for your year to verify.  

CRX-function/color ----------------------------- Accord-function/color  

Defog.......... .. Yellow/Blue---------------------Defog.....Blue 
Heat/Defog...... Yellow-------------------------Heat/Defog.....Blue/Red(same row as other doors) 
Heat..... ...... Blue/White------------------------Heat..... Yellow/Green 
Hi/Low..... .. .. Green/White-----------------------Hi/Low..... Lt Green/Black 
Vent.......... .. Yellow/Red-------------------------Vent..... Lt.Green/White  

Recir Green/White-----------------------Green/Red  
Fresh Green/Red--------------------------Green/White YES THIS IS RIGHT!  

 
Illumination  
Brown/Black-----------------------Red  
Brown------------------------------Red/Black  

Ground Black-------------------------------Black (hard stuff huh?)  

A/C Black/Yellow-----------------------Yellow/Black  
??? couldn't find this one---------Blue/Red 

 


